Yesterday meant fragmented security solutions with disparate threat data and a lack of centralized policy management and compliance reporting.

Today we offer consolidated endpoint security management with the PatchLink Vulnerability Management Solution™.

Vulnerability Management Solution:

The PatchLink Vulnerability Management Solution enables you to effectively manage the entire vulnerability lifecycle - assessment, remediation, audit and reporting - from a single, seamlessly integrated solution.

The PatchLink Vulnerability Management Solution combines PatchLink Update™, STAT® Discover & Report™ and STAT® Scan & Prioritize™ into a unified solution under a central console that delivers:

- Thorough discovery and inventory of network assets
- Automatic propagation of agents to rogue endpoints
- Comprehensive network- and agent-based assessments
- Patented vulnerability remediation
- Validation of compliance with security policies
- Consolidation of security resources

Our Solution

The PatchLink Vulnerability Management Solution is able to manage the entire vulnerability lifecycle by seamlessly integrating the PatchLink Vulnerability Assessment Solution with the PatchLink Patch & Remediation Solution.

Vulnerability Assessment Solution™

The thorough and accurate identification of network threats is at the heart of any vulnerability assessment capability. The PatchLink solution utilizes multiple discovery and interrogation methodologies, including credentialed and null network based scans - for safe, accurate and thorough vulnerability assessment.

Patch & Remediation Solution™

The Patch & Remediation solution enables the automated remediation of vulnerabilities discovered by the Vulnerability Assessment Solution and provides continuous monitoring of remediation status in support of internal security policies and federal compliance regulations.
A Proven Process:

PatchLink delivers complete vulnerability management through a proven 4-step process that includes complete asset discovery and inventory, comprehensive assessments based upon network-based and host-based scans, intelligent, automated remediation and ongoing audits—all from a single, central console for a unified view and enterprise wide reporting.

Thorough Asset Discovery with STAT Discover & Report™

Comprehensive Threat Assessment with STAT Scan & Prioritize

Intelligent Remediation and Validation with PatchLink Update™

Complete Audit and Reporting with the Central Console (Enterprise or Standard Version)

STAT® Discover & Report™

Performs a thorough asset discovery using both network-based and agent-based scans and prepares an accurate inventory of all network assets—in order to establish a comprehensive database of all devices susceptible to vulnerabilities.

- Identify all hardware assets on your network such as routers, printers, servers, laptops operating systems, switches and wireless access points.
- Detect unmanaged and rogue devices where agents are missing, and deploy automatically for complete protection.
- Detailed administrative reports on network vulnerability data from network scans, agent tracking and deployment history, network inventory management, and more.
- Policy-based compliance reports and executive summaries to support IT polices to track vulnerabilities by major standards such as CVE, BugTraq, NIST and more, and for SANS Top 20.

STAT® Scan & Prioritize™

Provides the most accurate and thorough vulnerability assessment using safe, flexible network-based scanning techniques against a comprehensive patch and non-patch vulnerability database. Identifies and prioritizes threats for remediation based on critical asset and vulnerability score-carding to support audit requirements and security policies.

- Flexible network-based scanning techniques based on access-levels including credentialed and null based.
- Perform checks on security configuration, antivirus, sharing tools, worms, trojans, missing patches and more.
- Designed to safely scan for vulnerabilities with minimum impact to your network by never employing malicious attacks. Scanning methodology uses safe standard networking protocols.
- Prioritize which assets need to be remediated first based on score carding vulnerability status and asset criticality.

PatchLink Update™

Remediates end-point vulnerabilities with a single click of the mouse and performs ongoing audits of applied patches for continuous policy compliance.

- Highly accurate patented patch management process for assessment, remediation, and continuous monitoring to improve IT and regulatory compliance.
- Automatically remediates machines based on mandatory baseline policies.
- Monitor the health and status of patches automatically with PatchLink’s patented digital fingerprint technology.
- World’s largest patch repository of patches, security updates, and vulnerabilities.

Central Console

Gain enterprise visibility and effectively manage the entire vulnerability management lifecycle through a central console.

- Manage processes and policies in a widely distributed environment with Role-Based Administration.
- Support complex distributed networks with flexible, scalable n-tier architecture and consolidate data from multiple remediation servers and scan engines. (Enterprise Edition)
- Address a full range of operational and management reporting needs to measure the effectiveness of your security strategy.

N-Tier Architecture:
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Features & Benefits:

Safe scan interrogation methods
Flexible methods using credentialed, null and full-access agent-based.

Common criteria EAL2+ certification
STAT Vulnerability Management Solution has undergone rigorous testing. Common Criteria is an international standard for information technology security evaluation and certification that is formally recognized and required by a growing international community. This independent evaluation ensures the suitability of STAT products for high-assurance environments such as those used in national security.

Demonstrate compliance
Validate security policies and IT regulations such as HIPAA, FISMA, Sarbox and reporting for SANS Top 20, CVE and BugTraq.

Risk-based prioritization
Secure critical assets first with asset and vulnerability score cards, and mandatory baseline policies.

Scalable, flexible architecture
Support a centralized or distributed IT environment.

Inventory management
Reporting all software, hardware ports, services, users, shares and groups.

Automatic deployment
Discover unmanaged and rogue devices, then deploy agents automatically.

World’s largest repository
Protect your diverse network environment with the world’s largest repository of patches, security updates, and vulnerabilities for most major operating systems and applications.

Comprehensive coverage
Assess all vulnerabilities (antivirus, sharing tools, worms, Trojans, configuration issues and more) on all network assets (servers, routers, printers laptops, operating systems, applications, wireless access points and more).

Add-on Products & Services

PatchLink Developers Kit™
Develop, test, deploy and monitor custom patches within the PatchLink Update environment to secure legacy applications, proprietary software, and more. PDK enables the development of patches using our powerful patented Digital Fingerprinting Technology™ so that custom patches can are automatically included in the assessment, remediation and validation process.

PatchLink Quarantine™
Combine access control solutions from leading vendors, such as Cisco, Vernier, CheckPoint, ForeScout, and Lockdown Networks, with PatchLink’s award-winning vulnerability assessment and remediation capabilities in order to bring unmanaged devices into policy compliance before they are allowed to access network resources.

PatchLink Enterprise Reporting™
Powerful reporting tool that integrates with PatchLink Update to provide enterprise-wide data analysis and reporting on the status and trends of vulnerabilities and remediation. Develop and share reports that demonstrate IT compliance through advanced reporting capabilities from a central data warehouse.

Professional Services
PatchLink offers a wide range of professional services to assist organizations with solution design and implementation, and to maximize the effectiveness of PatchLink’s award-winning products.

- Security Solution Design
- PatchLink Update Server Implementation
- Patch Compliancy
- Enterprise Reporting Services
- Security Solution Integration
- Patch Management Services
- Solution Health Check
- Custom Patch and Delivery Services
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